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Proposal 

In my concept proposal, I will be creating a short fictional narrative about the 

wonders of escapism from the stresses of reality. I will be playing a student 

who is stressed and slips into a dream about going out for a stroll around the 

local area showing off the beauty of nature and what it has to offer. 

 

This narrative will be based on the subject of nature and what is available right 

on your doorstep. Footage used will use a combination of diegetic and non-

diegetic audio matching footage to give the audience both a visual and audio 

experience while aiming to make them become immersed in the narrative. 

 

Inspiration 

Part of my inspiration towards the idea was from personal experiences of 

walks to Bushy Park. These taking place mostly commonly at the weekend or 

when the weather is pleasant. The park is a nice place to visit as it is free to 

enter and is located geographically within walking distance.  

 

Fig 1: Bushy Park Homepage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bushy Park (2016). Bushy Park A Royal Park. Available at: 

https://www.royalparks.org.uk/parks/bushy-park (Accessed: 9 May 2016). 

 

Another inspiration of mine comes from nature books, one in particular being 

the Collins Gem Field Guide. Not only can the book fit in your pocket, it 

contains a lot of information about birds with information such as the habitat, 

diet and more importantly what they look like. It is good reading material for 

people of any age and those who may or not have any interest in ornithology. 
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Fig 2: Collins Gem Birds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flegg, J. (2012). Collins Gem Birds. 3rd edn. London. HarperCollinsPublishers 

 

Software 

I will be using Adobe Premiere Pro for the basis of my work. I had considered 

other video editing software such as Final Cut Pro and iMovie, but having some 

prior knowledge of Premiere Pro from previous assignments and the many 

editing techniques it has to offer, this will prove vital to the creation of my 

video. 

I will also be using a mini camera to film shots that will be part of my narrative 

piece. The final product will be converted into a QuickTime Player video and 

uploaded to Youtube as a way for people to view the work at their leisure. 

 

Target Audience  

My intended audience will be targeted to a global audience, appealing to all 

ages. One of the benefits of nature is that it is all around us where everybody 

has the ability to go out and try to discover what sort of surprises are around 

for themselves.  

 

For example, a citizen from the USA might have a keen interest in nature and 

may wish to visit woodland locations such as Bushy Park as it is not where they 

live. By showing off such glamorous locations to people this will aim to 

promote the beauty of something all around us and how appreciative the 

public should be that such areas of beauty exist in society as a means of 

escaping from the stressful way of life we know today.  
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Sample Content 

 

The Wonders of Nature timeline from 9 May 2016. 

 

The Wonders of Nature timeline from 17 May 2016.  
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Shooting Locations 

Part of my filming was shot in the Hampton area. 

 

Google Maps (2016) Hampton- Google Maps. Available at: 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Hampton,+Greater+London/@51.4153

132,-

0.3698546,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b3ffde03e29:0x90549b8628d48908

!8m2!3d51.4133939!4d-0.366712 (Accessed: 16 May 2016). 

The other part of filming took place in Bushy Park. 

 

Google Maps (2016) Bushy Park- Google Maps. Available at: 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Bushy+Park/@51.4165343,-

0.342006,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b74adb90a71:0x8e9670256f459718!

8m2!3d51.416531!4d-0.3398173 (Accessed: 16 May 2016). 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Hampton,+Greater+London/@51.4153132,-0.3698546,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b3ffde03e29:0x90549b8628d48908!8m2!3d51.4133939!4d-0.366712
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Hampton,+Greater+London/@51.4153132,-0.3698546,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b3ffde03e29:0x90549b8628d48908!8m2!3d51.4133939!4d-0.366712
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Hampton,+Greater+London/@51.4153132,-0.3698546,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b3ffde03e29:0x90549b8628d48908!8m2!3d51.4133939!4d-0.366712
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Hampton,+Greater+London/@51.4153132,-0.3698546,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b3ffde03e29:0x90549b8628d48908!8m2!3d51.4133939!4d-0.366712
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Bushy+Park/@51.4165343,-0.342006,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b74adb90a71:0x8e9670256f459718!8m2!3d51.416531!4d-0.3398173
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Bushy+Park/@51.4165343,-0.342006,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b74adb90a71:0x8e9670256f459718!8m2!3d51.416531!4d-0.3398173
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Bushy+Park/@51.4165343,-0.342006,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x48760b74adb90a71:0x8e9670256f459718!8m2!3d51.416531!4d-0.3398173
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Storyboards (Pages 1 and 2) 
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Storyboards (Pages 3 and 4) 
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Shooting Script 

Scene Shot Description 

1 Over the Shoulder Typing on Laptop 
2 Extreme Close up Fingers on keyboard 

3 Close Up Character Typing 
4 Close Up Laptop Screen 

5 Over the Shoulder Character Stressed 
6 Over the Shoulder/ 

Mid Shot 
Turns around on chair 

7 Mid Shot Character Staring (Back) 

8 Mid Shot/Eye line 
match 

Character Staring 
(Front) 

9 Eye line match Robin on tree 

10 Mid Shot Character Smiling 
11  Establishing Shot/Pan Bushy Park 

12 Long Shot Walking to 
bench/sitting on bench 

13 Eye line match Canada Goose 
14 Eye line match Tufted Duck 

15 Long Shot Walking past fountain 

16 Eye line match Staring at fountain 
17 Eye line match Waterfall 

18 Long Shot Character walking 
19 Long Shot/Eye line 

match 
Character turns and 
stares 

20 Eye line match Ducks sleeping 

21 Long Shot/Pan View of gardens leading 
to character 

22 Mid Shot/Eye line 
match 

Character gazing at river 

23 Eye line match/Close up Leaf carried by water 
24 Mid Shot Character in room 
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